English
InInMaths – division

In English this term we will be mainly focussing on
Myths and Legends to fit in with our topic of Ancient
Greece. We will study some Myths and Legends,
learning about the Greek language and writing our
own Myths and Legends.
We will also study instructions for how to make a
clay pot, poetry and playscripts.
We will be doing regular phonics and spellings
practice and we expect the children to practise
spellings for their weekly spelling test.

Maths

Topic

In Maths this term we are focusing on
Multiplication and Division, securing
knowledge of 2,5 and 10x tables for y2
children and 3,4 and 8x table for Y3 children.
We will also look at statistics and gather and
interpret data in various ways before finishing
the term studying shape for y2 and money for
y3.
Children need to spend time learning their
times tables so that they are confident and
able to apply them to Maths work.

PE

We will be continuing to have weekly Games
sessions with Chris Hill Community Sports and will
be playing hockey – focusing on: passing, shooting,
attacking and defending. In dance lessons we will
look at Greek circle dancing.
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PSHCE
Our topics this term are Relationships and Proud to be me.
We will be thinking about the variety of different relationships we have and how best
to nurture these as well as reflecting on stereotyping and prejudice.
We
will be thinking about what makes us special and our talentsICT/Computing
as well as identifying
Music
positive
ways
to
meet
new
challenges.
Year 2: We will continue to learn and practice a variety of
Year 2: We will continue to learn that
simple songs, listen to a variety of music and experiment
computers need clear instructions. We
with sounds on a variety of percussion instruments.
will be using Word processing and
then writing simple computer
Year 3: We will continue to compose and edit music using
programmes using Scratch.
Audacity and Garage band, developing our skills of editing
Year 3:
to improve a composition. We will rehearse and perform a
We will continue to make Lego films
piece of music on the hand bells, following our own part
and make on-line safety leaflets for
and playing as part of a group.
our infant children.

We will be learning all about Ancient Greece this
term. We will learn about when the period was
and place this on our timelines, discover what
Greece is like, learn about Greek words and
language, research the beginning of Democracy,
study Greek Artists and Mathematicians, learn
about theatre and the History of the Olympics.
Our Art this term will consist of making clay pots
which depict famous Ancient Greek Myths and
Legends.

Science

RE

This half term we are studying ‘Animals
Including Humans’ where we will learn about
the digestive system, how it works and the
components of it and also looking at teeth,
how to care for them and the importance of
looking after your teeth.

Our R.E topic this
term is What
makes a Leader
worth following.
We are thinking
about our heroes
and heroines,
people who we
know are leaders
in everyday
situations and
comparing and
contrasting
famous religious
leaders and
figureheads.

In the second half term we are studying
‘Living things in their Habitats’ where we will
learn about grouping living things, classifying
and identifying vertebrates and invertebrates
and using classification keys.
Yr 2 will be studying ‘Animals Including
Humans’. The children will learn about how
animals change as they grow; how animals
get food, air and water; what is a healthy
diet and the effects exercise has on the body
and why humans should keep themselves
clean.

